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Computer and science

• Why do we want to use computer to make science?

Computer simulations are a third way between theory and 
experiments. 

They permit to validate theories that cannot be explained (yet). 

They permit to speculate and to predict effects not yet
experimentally verified.

They permit to solve problems that are not analytically
affordable (e.g. many body effects, etc)



Recently on the news (1)



Recently on the news (2)



What does HPC mean?

When we talk about HPC, we refer to the target of exploit all the 
computational resources featured by a computer.

«HPC is when I care how fast I can get an answer» 

When a single workstation is no more enough to fulfill my
requirements, I need to start looking at supercomputers…



Starting from your workstation

Parallel computers are already in your pockets, on your lap, on 
your desk…

Modern workstations are equipped with multi-core processors, 
which have access to the whole memory: your parallel
programming can start from there!

Peak performance of a computer is expressed in Floating Point 
Operations per Second (FLOP/s).

TPP = #cores x frequency x #ops-per-cycle



HPC cluster

When a single workstation is not enough, you can put together
more than one.

They will need an interconnect to make possible the inter-node
communications (because the memory model is distributed)

We will need a software to manage the communications
between the different nodes (e.g. MPI) and a workload
manager to permit the access to individual users (see later…)



Grid Computing

If the amount of communications is really low, the computing
units can be loosely coupled and, by consequence, located in 
very different places (for example, at your home)

They need a middleware to manage the access to the resources
in a central server and the asynchronous transfer of data

The software is essentially based on a client-server platform (e.g. 
SETI@HOME, Folding@HOME, etc.)



Cloud Computing

It is a model of computing based on virtual resources allocated
«on request» from a central host

Typically it can fit temporary needs of modest resources

The performance of virtual resources are not always at the same
level of the real ones, but their availability can be more easily
obtained (elastic services)



Supercomputing

Supercomputers are machine built to reach extreme
performances, by leveraging the most efficient technology for 
processors, interconnects and storage

Infrastructures for supercomputers are usually large and they
require high maintenance costs (for power consumption and 
cooling, for example)



Supercomputer evolution



Why is supercomputing important for you? 

Scientific computing is getting importance in a lot of scientific
disciplines and the «third way» between experiments and 
theory is becoming more and more relevant (see slides 3 and 
4)

More knowledge about HPC leads to more effective use of HPC 
resources and better interactions with colleagues

Problems become more complex, need teams of researchers 
with diverse expertise



Research disciplines in HPC

Particle Physics 23.5

Computational 

Chemistry 22.1

Condensed Matter 

Physics 14.2

CFD 8.6

Earth & Climate 7.8

Astronomy & 

Cosmology 5.8

Life Sciences 5.3

Computational 

Engineering 3.7

Plasma Physics 3.3

Other 5.8



What can supercomputing do for you?

Supercomputing and HPC are useful when:

- Your problem is too large to be solved in a single computer

- The solution to your problem is requiring too much time to be 
solved

- Or both of them

If so, parallelization and supercomputing can be a solution
(maybe…)



HPC versus computer science

Thanks God I’m not a computer scientist

And, in general, most of computational scientists are not
computer scientists

But, in order to be a good computational scientist, you cannot
avoid good programming techniques, hardware knowledge (at
least a little bit) and a cross-discipline perspective





HPC: a blurred edge

HPC discipline is at the edge between the science and the 
technology.

It is hard to define the limits, but we should aware of the 
different tasks.

Work to make good science AND to obtain faster and more 
efficient solutions should be a common target



Some good takeaways

HPC is more like a craft than a science:

• practical experience is most important

• leveraging existing solutions is preferred over inventing new 
ones requiring rewrites

• a good solution today is worth more than a better solution
tomorrow

• but a readable and maintainable solution is better than a 
complicated one 



Look around you! 

Technology progress is sometimes faster then science progress 
(i.e. algorithmic progress)

It’s not a good idea to rely on the same old code (it works) for 
decades because:

1) Sooner or later it will be obsolete (it won’t run anymore)

2) Some new opportunities (i.e. new science!) could be opened
by the most recent technology



Some history…



MARCONI

20 PF/s



Going parallel!



The recipe

First:

Optimize your serial code

Second:

Make it parallel



The computational dilemma!

High level programming
Easy to code, flexible, portable to many architectures
Python, MATLAB, etc.

Low level programming
More difficult to code, arch-specific, extremely efficient
C, C++, Assembler

Modular programming:
generic code for most of the work plus well 
optimized kernels (Python + C, C++)



Types of parallelism

Functional parallelism:

different people are performing different tasks at the same time

Example: PiC methods, Monte Carlo methods

Data parallelism:

different people are performing the same task, but on different

equivalent and independent objects

Example: linear algebra, domain decomposition



Parallel efficiency

So, if Ts is the serial time (i.e. time to solution for a single 
process) and Tn the time to solution when I run with n 
processes in parallel, is it true that:

Tn = Ts / n

???





Speedup and parallel efficiency

Speedup

S (n) = T(1)/T(n)

Parallel efficiency

E (n) = T(1)/ (T(n)/n)



Performance assessment

Strong scaling: fixed data/problem set; measure speedup with more 
processors

Weak scaling: data/problem set increases with more processors 
(costant workload per proc); measure if speed is same

Examples:

Linpack benchmark: weak scaling test, more efficient with more 
memory => 50-90% peak

Climate modeling (WRF): strong scaling test, work distribution limited, 
load balancing, serial overhead => < 5% peak (similar for MD)



Strong scaling



Weak scaling



Application performance



Weaknesses

- Communications (latency and bandwith)

- Single node performance

- Load balancing

- Amdahl’s Law 



Load balancing

Target: equally divide the work among the available resource: 
processors, memory, network bandwidth, I/O, ... 



Amdahl’s law

The speedup of a parallel program is limited by the sequential 
fraction of the program.



Parallel paradigms - continua

There are two paradigms for the parallel programming:

1) Distributed memory

2) Shared memory

In most recent architectures, the two paradigms are used
together in a hybrid approach.



Shared memory paradigm

All the Processing Units share the 
same memory address space.

The communication model is
implicit and managed by the OS

It can be difficult to manage the 
concurrent access to the 
memory (race conditions)

Standard: OpenMP
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Distributed memory paradigm

Each PU has access only to its own
memory. In order to access data 
contained in another PU, it
needs to transmit a message.

Communications needs to be 
explicitly managed by the 
programmer. 

Standard: MPI
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Hybrid parallelism
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Most recent clusters are based on 
hierarchical architectures in 
which each node is composed
by many cores.

On the intra-node level the 
paradigm is shared memory;

On the inter-node level the 
paradigm is distributed memory



CINECA infrastructure



GALILEO

Processor: Intel Xeon Broadwell, 2.3 GHz

Number of processors (cores): 12960

Number of nodes: 360 (18 cores/node)

RAM: 128GB/node (3 GB/core)

Interconnection network: Infiniband QDR

Peak performance: 0.5 PFlop/s



MARCONI A1
Processor: Intel Xeon Broadwell, 2.3 
GHz
Number of processors (cores): 54432
Number of nodes: 1512 (36 
cores/node)

RAM: 190 TB (5 GB/core)
Interconnection network: Intel 
OmniPath

Peak performance: 2 PFlop/s



MARCONI A2
Processor: Intel Knights Landing, 1.4 
GHz
Number of processors (cores): 244800
Number of nodes: 3600 (68 cores/node)

RAM: 337,5 TB (1,4 GB/core)
Interconnection network: Intel 
OmniPath

Peak performance: 11 PFlop/s



MARCONI A3

Processor: Intel SkyLake, 2.1 GHz
Number of processors (cores): 73576
Numeber of nodes: 1512 (48 cores/node)

RAM: 283,5 TB (4 GB/core)
Interconnection network: Intel OmniPath

Peak performance: 4.5 PFlop/s 


